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Dreams are broken
But some dreams comes true
The words were spoken
And now we don't know what to do
We just fight all day
Not meaning anything we say
And now we're frozen
Afraid to let go

And they tell us
That love is really tough
You might find fool's gold
Or a diamond in the rough
Can I let you know
And really let my heart go
Without losing a little part of me

And will we know
Which road to choose
I know we might not lose
If we just stay
On the way
Of the heart

I can see it in your eyes
It's been tearing you apart
You wanna find the truth
But you don't know where to start
We're just playing
If you don't stop weighing
What you can live with and what you can't live without
And will we know
Which road to choose
I know we might not lose
If we just stay

On the way
Of the heart

I remember the night
We let love find us
And there wasn't a doubt in our minds
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Oh if we could just
Go back in time
The secret there we might find

But I've been thinking
There must be a better way
To stop this sinking
That we're feeling every day
On a clear night
I know it's gonna feel right
If we let that full moon
Come and take us away

Just keep your eyes
On the stars above
I know that we'll find love
If we just stay
On the way
Of the heart
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